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INTRODUCTION
We spend a good part of every year sharing marketing strategies, techniques and tactics with channel partners via webinars and at live 
trainings and workshops at conferences. We’ve presented on dozens of marketing topics from the tactical—how to build lists and run 
successful events—to more strategic topics like content planning and account based marketing.

That’s the good news. There are clearly software publishers that recognize the importance of training in developing high-performance 
channels and are willing to invest in it.

The not-so-good-news is that, too often, training is just a checkbox on a list. It’s understandable; there’s a lot that goes into helping your 
channel be successful, and training is only one element.

COMPREHENSIVE AND RELEVANT 
TRAINING CAN HAVE A BIG IMPACT ON 
YOUR SUCCESS. A GOOD PROGRAM:

• Aligns your corporate marketing with your channel’s marketing 
to unify your brand

• Keeps you top of mind with your channel partners, giving you an 
edge with partners that sell more than one solution

• Improves your channel marketing and, ultimately, sales results

In this eBook, we share lessons learned from training 
channel partners to help you build your own effective 
channel education programs.
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KNOW YOUR CHANNEL
At almost every training session we’ve attended (including 
dozens of webinars across multiple software publishers), there 
was one big commonality. We were usually talking to a group 
of partners very diverse in everything from their size to the level 
of marketing resources and expertise. And we seemed to be the 
only one that noticed. 

At one training where the majority of partners had no more 
than one or two resources focused on marketing, and most 
with budgets under $50,000, we watched a session on 
predictive analytics that was well beyond the reach of over 
90% of the audience. 

When you are bringing in an outside trainer or deciding on 
topics, make sure you are being realistic about what your 
channel actually needs AND can execute. There is nothing 
more frustrating than hearing about something like predictive 
analytics when you are still wrapping your head around how to 
optimize your website! 

Informally, almost all partner account or marketing managers 
we speak with do in fact know a partner’s marketing “IQ.” 
For more valuable insight, consider a short survey to gather 
data on your channel’s marketing resources, budget, current 
marketing tactics and gaps in their knowledge. Run this every 
one or two years or consider doing it annually to track changes 
(and improvements) over time.
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It won’t help your bottom line if the majority 
of your channel can’t implement any of the 
ideas from your training. It also wastes your 
resources and frustrates your partners. 
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PROVIDE COMPREHENSIVE TRAINING
Many of the trainings we participate in are 45-60 minute sessions. That’s completely understandable. There is only so much time in a day 
or sessions at a conference. Additionally, attention spans are short so offering much more than an hour at a time may be overwhelming. 
Unfortunately, it is unlikely you will be able provide the depth your channel needs to truly learn a new strategy or tactic in 45 minutes. 

You can start by creating a training series on a single topic. If you are doing a live event, consider that as the “kick-off” to 
get your channel excited and engaged, and then offer follow-up trainings via webinars to go deeper into the bigger topics. 

For example, kick-off your training with a session on what account based marketing is and why partners should 
consider it as a strategy. Then, add on 2 or 3 shorter webinars to go deeper in tactics and to help partners 
adapt it for their business. Of course, not all topics need deep dives so work with your trainers to 
determine when a series could be a good approach. 

Even the most well-thought-out series can leave partners with questions on next steps.  
To maximize your training dollars, consider adding a “help desk” component to your 
training plan. Offer your channel partners blocks of time (even 30 minutes can make a 
difference) with the trainer for some one-on-one support. 

HOW DO YOU GET PAST THE BARRIERS OF TIME AND ATTENTION? 

You won’t move the needle on your channel’s 
marketing with a single webinar. Be thoughtful 
and create a comprehensive plan that maps to 
your goals.  
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INCLUDE YOUR CHANNEL MANAGERS
Recently, we conducted a training on the value of building versus buying lists. We 
went deep into tactics on how to build a list, and then discussed key things to 
consider if you absolutely need to buy a list. Less than a week after that training, we 
were on a call with one of the event attendees and their channel marketing manager, 
who proceeded to suggest the partner buy a list and then gave “guidance” that 
ignored everything in the training. 

Not surprisingly, the partner was a bit confused. The suggestions by their 
channel marketing manager were not accurate and at best would 
yield poor results. Worse yet, they could cause the partner 
serious issues and possible penalties with their marketing 
automation platform. 

If you are paying a trainer to ensure your channel 
has the information, tools and best practices 
to be successful, you certainly don’t want your 
employees to sabotage that.  

When your channel managers get the same 
training as your partners, they can extend the 
conversation and reinforce the lessons learned. 

You can take this a step further and make 
the subject matter experts (your presenters) 
available to your internal team so they can 
follow-up on partner questions.
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HIGHLIGHT YOUR TOOLS  
AND RESOURCES
Every software publisher or ISV we have worked with has tools 
and resources available for their channel. Interestingly, many have 
shared that partners are not really using these resources as often 
as they would like. Without getting into the reasons why this 
might be happening (read our 8 Things Channel Partners Really 
Want From Your Marketing Program eBook for some insight), 
training can be an excellent opportunity to improve engagement. 

Make trainers aware of the tools and resources you offer to partners so they can highlight any of them 
that support their topic in the training sessions. 

For example, if you are hosting a training on the importance of customers in your marketing and have 
a great case study program, your presenter can bring that forward in the training. They can also weave 
in your own best practices on the topic they are covering. 

HOW DO YOU BOOST AWARENESS AND ENGAGEMENT  
WITH PARTNERS?
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Whenever possible, talk to your presenter early in  
the process to discuss which tools and resources should  
be highlighted. 
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MOTIVATE YOUR PARTNERS 
TO TAKE ACTION
Education is only the beginning. Once the training is completed, you 
need your channel partners to take action and implement the strategies, 
tactics, best practices and programs you have shared with them. 

• The most powerful way to do this is by creating special offers or 
resources mapped to the training topic. Ask your presenter if they offer 
packages or resources. Then take it a step further and co-fund those 
packages to really drive engagement. 

• Going back to the topic about bringing customers into your marketing, 
you could offer to fund or co-fund a case study. For content sessions,  
you can fund blogs or other content pieces. Even sessions on planning 
can be extended with a co-funded consulting package that helps build  
a solid plan.  

• You can also motivate your channel by sharing wins.  Make it a point 
to ask your partners what they have implemented and highlight 
those partners that are having success with a new tactic, strategy or 
program.  Don’t forget to reward those you highlight (increased co-
funding is a win-win here). 

HOW DO YOU HELP PARTNERS EXECUTE 
WHAT THEY’VE LEARNED? 
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CLOSING THOUGHTS
You’re not training for the sake of training. You’re investing money 
and resources to get results. When you want to maximize the value 
and outcomes from your channel training program, keep these best 
practices top of mind: 

WANT TO KNOW WHAT YOUR PARTNERS THINK 
ABOUT YOUR MARKETING PROGRAMS? 

• Survey your current channel to identify skillsets, needs and gaps

• Identify your own goals that channel training can, and should, impact 

• Build a program that aligns your channel and corporate needs

• Go deeper into training topics where necessary 

• Encourage action with follow-up support, packages and funding 

• Share big wins! 

We work closely with partners in the technology channel every day and  
wrote an eBook sharing what we’ve learned from them over the years. 
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NEED HELP EDUCATING AND EMPOWERING YOUR  
CHANNEL PARTNERS?
The Partner Marketing Group senior consultants have unmatched expertise in the technology channel, 
having spent our careers working for and with publishers, partners and ISVs. We bring decades of 
experience with numerous companies, products, services and channels to provide a unique  
perspective from all angles. 

You’ll also appreciate how we understand your needs, challenges and goals from  
day one so we are ready to get to work creating channel programs that get results.

Our channel training programs are fully customized to  
meet your objectives, including:
• Virtual or On-site Training

• Live Event Presentations

• Educational Guides and Resources

• Content and Campaigns

• Consultation and Leadership

• Assessments and Strategy

www.ThePartnerMarketingGroup.com  

info@ThePartnerMarketingGroup.com  

734.425.7414

thepartnermarketinggroup.com/channel-marketing-programs

Connect with us to get started:

Learn more at

 “Our consultant at The Partner Marketing Group  
helped us build a great advocacy program, including 

several training programs and turn-key marketing 
campaigns. She took the time to understand the needs 
and skills of our client base and adjust her content to 

resonate and drive ultimate engagement.  
Her marketing knowledge is above par and her  

ability to deliver marketing education and materials  
that have deep impact never ceases to amaze.  

We couldn’t be more happy!”  

Lindsay Jacobs,  
Partner Marketing Manager 

WexHealth 

Diana Wilberscheid,  
Senior Product Marketing Manager 

WexHealth
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